
Passes on great milk production

Very good conformation

Very good muscularity

361001 • Manfred
Masseur x Rureif • aAa: 435

Breeder: Georg Huber, Tuntenhausen, Duitsland
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BULL INFORMATION

Name Manfred

Herdbook number DE 0949460743

A.I.-code 361001

aAa code 435

colour RB

Breed 100% FLV

 

Date of birth 2014-04-13

Kappa Casein AB

Beta Casein A1/A2

Cow family

Straw colour brown

Masseur 

Bfg Manitoba 

Ursel 

Nr. 661  

HL: 14/9699kg 5.16% 501 3.81% 370
1. 298d 7205kg 5.06% 365 3.88% 279
+5/5 296d 8551kg 4.97% 425 3.82% 327
HL:5. 287d 9057kg 4.95% 445 3.74% 338

Rureif 

Nr. 607  

+5/5.2 8775kg 4,34% 381 3,61% 317
+5/5 300d 8463kg 4.31% 365 3.58% 303

Mandfred is the first Fleckvieh bull, who has earned a place at K.I. SAMEN at the K.I. station. This bull is an impressive
example of more capacity and muscling as a result of having  BFG Masseur as his sire. Added to that comes very good
inheritance percentages and the somewhat less milk that BFG Masseur tends to have.  
 
The dam of Manfred, no. 661, is a very productive cow with very high percentages. She is strong as a result of her strong,
productive sire and equally good producing dam. 
 
With Manfred K.I. SAMEN wants to offer the farmer a choice for a thorough-bred bull, with the expectation that it will
improve all production characteristics. Additionally, the bull is free from hereditary diseases. Manfred is a good choice for
people who wish to make a thoroughbred choice by using Fleckvieh. We do not advise using him for calving ease at the
moment given the pedigree. First, we need to know more about the results in practice before being able to do that.
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